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Accessibility overview Accessibility score breakdown

Accessibility score breakdown

Site
The Apex website

Issue-by-issue breakdown of your Accessibility Score

Issue Score

Accessibility Score (overall)

WCAG Level A conformance 99.11/100

Scrollable element is not keyboard accessible 100/100

Links in the same context with the same text alternative 100/100

Do these links (in the same context) go to the same page? 100/100

Container element is empty 100/100

Decorative image is exposed to assistive technologies 100/100

Empty headings 100/100

Object without a text alternative 100/100

Links are not clearly identifiable 100/100

Audio plays automatically and can't be switched off 100/100

Can the audio be switched off? 100/100

No data cells assigned to table header 100/100

Table headers aren't referenced correctly 100/100

Vector image without a text alternative 100/100

Role not inside the required context 100/100

Image file name is not an appropriate text alternative 100/100

Is this image file name an appropriate text alternative? 100/100

Video with no alternative to the visual content 100/100

Is there an alternative to the visual content in this video? 100/100

Visual-only video without an accessible alternative 100/100

Do visual-only videos have an accessible alternative? 100/100

Audio without a transcript 100/100

Does the audio have a transcript? 100/100

Image button without a text alternative 100/100

Video without captions 100/100
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Does this video have captions? 100/100

Invalid role 100/100

Hidden element has focusable content 100/100

Required ARIA attribute is missing 100/100

Multiple inline frames with the same text alternative 100/100

Are these inline frames identical? 100/100

Visible label and accessible name do not match 100/100

Inline frame without a text alternative 100/100

Button without a text alternative 100/100

Link without a text alternative 100/100

Page refreshes or redirects without warning 100/100

Form field is not labelled 100/100

Page language tags don't match 100/100

Page language not recognised 100/100

Page language has not been identified 100/100

Element IDs are not unique 69.57/100

Image without a text alternative 100/100

Page has no title 100/100

WCAG Level AA conformance 100.00/100

Text is clipped when resized 100/100

Colour contrast is not sufficient 100/100

Is there sufficient contrast between the text and background? 100/100

Keyboard focus indicator is missing 100/100

Is it clear which page element has focus from the keyboard? 100/100

Page zoom is restricted 100/100

Page orientation is locked 100/100

Video is not audio-described 100/100

Is this video audio-described? 100/100

Autocomplete does not work as intended 100/100

Content language not recognised 100/100

WCAG Level AAA conformance 100.00/100

Line height is fixed 100/100

Font size is fixed 100/100

Line height is below minimum value 100/100

Uneven spacing in text 100/100
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Links on the same page with the same text alternative 100/100

Are these links identical? 100/100

WAI-ARIA authoring practices 100.00/100

Text not included in an ARIA landmark 100/100

Page region without an accessible name 100/100

ARIA attribute does not exist 100/100

Invalid state or property 100/100

State or property not supported 100/100

Accessibility best practices 71.43/100

Skip to main content link is missing 0/100

Is it possible to skip straight to the main content? 100/100

Presentational element is exposed to assistive technologies 100/100

Overuse of italics 100/100

Font size is too small 100/100

Text in all caps 100/100

Page has no headings 0/100

Headings are not structured 100/100
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